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QUESTION 1

Which three JVM options would you add to investigate performance issues in a Hot-Spot JVM? 

A. -xx:+PrintGCDetails 

B. -xx:+PrintGCTimeStamps 

C. -xx:+HandlePromotionFailure 

D. -verbose:gc 

E. -server 

Correct Answer: ABE 

A: Print more details at garbage collection. 

B: Print timestamps at garbage collection. 

C: The youngest generation collection does not require a guarantee of full promotion of all live objects. 

E: Default values are listed for Java SE 6 for Solaris Sparc with -server. 

Reference: Java HotSpot VM Options 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the name of the WebLogic specific deployment descriptor of Java Enterprise Application? 

A. application.xml 

B. weblogic.xml 

C. web.xml 

D. weblogic-application.xml 

E. config.xml 

Correct Answer: B 

The WebLogic Server-specific deployment descriptor weblogic.xml. If your Web application does not 

contain a weblogic.xml deployment descriptor, WebLogic Server automatically selects the default values of 

the deployment descriptor elements. 

Note: 

A Web archive (WAR file) contains the files that make up a Web application. A WAR file is deployed as a 

unit on one or more WebLogic Server instances. A WAR file deployed to WebLogic Server always includes 
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the following files: 

*

 One servlet or Java Server Page (JSP), along with any helper classes. 

*

 An optional web.xml deployment descriptor, which is a Java EE standard XML document that describes the contents of
a WAR file. 

*

 A weblogic.xml deployment descriptor, which is an XML document containing WebLogic Server-specific elements for
Web applications. 

*

 A WAR file can also include HTML or XML pages and supporting files such as image and multimedia files. 

Reference: weblogic.xml Deployment Descriptor Elements 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer has a critical, performance-sensitive web application that connects to a multinode Oracle RAC database.
Which feature of WebLogic can provide significant performance benefit? 

A. The Web Session Affinity feature of Active GridLink for RAC 

B. WebLogic Clustering 

C. The Transaction Affinity feature of Active GridLink for RAC 

D. Coherence*Web Session Replication 

Correct Answer: C 

XA Affinity and Failover When accessed within a global transaction, the member data source from which the JDBC
connection was obtained is pinned to the global transaction for the life of the transaction. This ensures that all database
operations performed on connections obtained from the Multi Data Source, for a particular transaction, all execute on
the same RAC instance. XA affinity results in improved performance and is even a requirement for older versions of
RAC, such as prior to 11g. The XA failover is also supported by the Multi Data Source and transaction manager
implementations. If a pinned RAC instance suffers a failure, then a global transaction can complete utilizing a different
RAC instance using a connection obtained one of the other member data sources. 

Reference: Oracle WebLogic Server Active GridLink for Oracle Real Application Clusters(RAC) 

 

QUESTION 4

A web application is bound to the context named "/webapp" and the client uses the browser and makes a request to the
resource http://server:port/webapp/ctxl/resource. Where do you place this resource inside the web application
structure? 
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A. in the subdirectory /WEB-INF/ctxl 

B. in the subdirectory /META-INF/ctxl 

C. in the subdirectory /ctxl in the root of the archive 

D. in the subdirectory /ctxl/resource in the root of the archive 

E. in the root of the archive 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

A customer has a critical, performance-sensitive web application that connects to a multimode Oracle RAC database.
Which feature of WebLogic can provide signification benefit? 

A. The Web Session Affinity feature of Active GridLink for RAC. 

B. WebLogic Clustering 

C. The Transaction Affinity feature of Active GridLink for RAC 

D. Coherence*Web Session Replication 

Correct Answer: C 

Active GridLink for Oracle RAC In Oracle WebLogic Server 10.3.4, a single data source implementation has been
introduced to support an Oracle RAC cluster. It responds to FAN events to provide Fast Connection Failover (FCF),
Runtime Connection Load-Balancing (RCLB), and RAC instance graceful shutdown. XA affinity is supported at the
global transaction Id level. The new feature is called WebLogic Active GridLink for RAC; which is implemented as the
GridLink data source within WebLogic Server. 

Note: 

* The WebLogic Server JDBC subsystem has supported Oracle RAC since WLS version 9.0, originally developed for
Oracle9i RAC. This support is based on a particular type of data source configuration, called a multi data source. A multi
data source is a data source abstraction over one or more individual data sources. It serves JDBC connections from
each of the member data sources according to a specified policy. A RAC multi data source configuration requires that
each member data source obtain connections to a particular RAC instance. 

Reference: How-To: Use Oracle WebLogic Server with a JDBC GridLink Data Source 

 

QUESTION 6

You deployed a Java EE Shared Library and want to use it from an application that is also deployed on the same
cluster. 

Which two manifest attributes must be specified at a minimum with corresponding values in the deployment descriptor
of the application that requires 
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A. Implementation-Version 

B. Specification-Version 

C. Extension-Name 

D. Specification-Vendor 

E. Implementation-Vendor 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

When an application that references a shared library or package is deployed, WebLogic Server checks the 

names and version string requirements against the libraries registered with the server. If an exact match 

for a library or package name is not found, or if the version requirements are not met, the application 

deployment fails. 

If WebLogic Server finds a name and version string match for all of the libraries referenced in the 

application, the server adds the libraries\\' classes to the classpath of the referencing application and 

merges deployment descriptors from both the application and libraries in memory. The resulting deployed 

application appears as if the referenced libraries were bundled with the application itself. 

Note: 

As a best practice, your development team should always include version string information for a library or 

optional package in the manifest file for the deployment. See Editing Manifest Entries for Shared Libraries 

in Developing Applications for Oracle WebLogic Server for more information. 

If you are deploying a library or package that does not include version string information, you can specify it 

at the command line using one or both of the following options: 

libspecver--Defines a specification version for the library or package. 

libimplver--Specifies an implementation version for the library or package. 

Reference: Deploying Applications to Oracle WebLogic Server, Deploying Shared Java EE Libraries and 

Dependent Applications 

 

QUESTION 7

When you use WebLogic Management Pack EE, which three operations are enabled compared to managing WebLogic
Server only through web console? 
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A. management of many WebLogic Server Domains from a single web console 

B. tracking changes in the configuration of WebLogic Domain 

C. automation of provisioning process in the new environment 

D. checking compliance with the licenses that a customer has 

E. visual creation of JDBC DataSource object to Oracle RAC 

Correct Answer: ABE 

The WebLogic Server Management Pack EE greatly improves application performance by providing unique functionality
to automatically detect performance bottlenecks; quickly diagnose these performance problems, and identify their root
cause. Key application performance management features of the pack include the following: 

*

 (A) Manage multiple farms and WebLogic Domains centrally 

*

 Monitor Oracle Coherence Cluster including all nodes within a cluster, all caches, services, connection 

managers and connections 

*

 Monitor middleware availability and performance out-of-box; track such data historically, and receive notifications of
potential problems 

*

 Obtain real-time, in-depth JVM diagnostics without instrumentation overhead 

*

 Trace transactions across containers as well as to the database 

*

 (E) Analyze call paths and dependencies via graphical, architecture views 

*

 (E) Automatically discover and model dependencies between Java components, frameworks, and web services 

Reference: Weblogic Server Management Pack Enterprise Edition 

 

QUESTION 8

A customer needs to analyze an application that was developed for Oracle Application Server 10gR2 or 10gR3 (OC4J)
in order to prepare to upgrade the infrastructure to WebLogic 12c. The customer wants understand the changes
required to be made to the application and how to configure WebLogic in to support the newly upgraded application. 
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Which three actions would you recommend for upgrading the customer\\'s application and server configuration? 

A. Use Oracle Upgrade Manager to create a new WebLogic domain template from an OAS/OC4J installation and
redeploy the application. 

B. Use SmartUpgrade to analyze the OAS/OC4J server configuration and create WebLogic configuration files. 

C. Use SmartUpgrade to analyze the application archive (EAR/WAR/JAR) Source Directory or IDeveloper project and
generate a report that describes the areas of the application that need to be updated. 

D. Use the Configuration Wizard to extend an existing WebLogic domain with OAS/OC4J support libraries and redeploy
the application. 

E. Use SmartUpgrade to generate application artifacts and deployment descriptors that can be deployed to WebLogic. 

Correct Answer: BDE 

Note: 

*

 Oracle WebLogic SmartUpgrade is part of the Oracle Fusion Middleware 11g upgrade tools that were designed to
maximize the automation of the upgrade process, minimize the application downtime and allows for rapid and seamless
uptake of the Oracle Fusion Middleware 11g features and capabilities. 

*

 SmartUpgrade : (B) When generating an upgrade report into an existing project, an Oracle Application Server
configuration home could be specified to be included as part of the report. Additionally, both the server home and
OracleAS enterprise archives can be localized into the JDevelopoer project file system by checking "Copy OC4J
Deployment Archives Into Project". 

*

 SmartUpgrade : (E) The advisory reports and the configuration artifacts will be generated. The generated artifacts will
be located at the JDeveloper project mywork directory 

*

 You can add product component functionality or additional applications and services to an existing WebLogic domain
by extending it using the Configuration Wizard. For example, if you created a base WebLogic domain and you want to
add the Avitek Medical Records Examples functionality, you can extend the domain by using the medrec.jar template. 

The Configuration Wizard simplifies the task of extending an existing WebLogic domain by using extension templates.
Oracle provides various sample extension templates, as well as extension templates for various Fusion Middleware
products. You can also create your own extension templates using WLST or the unpack command. 

 

QUESTION 9

In WebLogic, the development feature to automatically load/refresh the changes of a Java classes at run time is
called__________. 

A. HotSwap 

B. FastSwap 
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C. HotDeploy 

D. FastDeploy 

E. FastReload 

Correct Answer: B 

Using FastSwap Deployment to Minimize Redeployment 

Java EE 5 introduces the ability to redefine a class at runtime without dropping its ClassLoader or abandoning existing
instances. This allows containers to reload altered classes without disturbing running applications, vastly speeding up
iterative development cycles and improving the overall development and testing experiences. The usefulness of the
Java EE dynamic class redefinition is severely curtailed, however, by the restriction that the shape of the class its
declared fields and methods cannot change. The purpose of FastSwap is to remove this restriction in WLS, allowing the
dynamic redefinition of classes with new shapes to facilitate iterative development. 

With FastSwap, Java classes are redefined in-place without reloading the ClassLoader, thereby having the decided
advantage of fast turnaround times. This means that you do not have to wait for an application to redeploy and then
navigate back to wherever you were in the Web page flow. Instead, you can make your 

changes, auto compile, and then see the effects immediately. 

Reference: Using FastSwap Deployment to Minimize Redeployment 

 

QUESTION 10

Which new key architectural element introduced in WebLogic Server l2c should you take advantage of when designing
Disaster Recovery Centers with active - passive mode? 

A. MAN Clusters, because they would allow you to synchronously replicate state in low latency networks 

B. WAN Clusters, because they would allow you to asynchronously replicate state in nonlow latency networks. 

C. Transaction Log in the database, because you could avoid synchronizing two replication technologies (database and
file) 

D. Data Guard, because it is the most effective way to replicate a state across locations 

E. GoldenGate, because it is the most effective way to replicate a state across locations 

Correct Answer: E 

*

 Oracle GoldenGate Oracle GoldenGate is Oracle\\'s strategic product for data distribution and data integration. It is a
highperformance software application that uses log-based bidirectional data replication for real- time capture,
transformation, routing, and delivery of database transactions across heterogeneous systems. 

Note: 

*

 Oracle Active Data Guard Oracle Active Data Guard 11g is an option of Oracle Database Enterprise Edition that
extends basic Data Guard functionality. It allows a physical standby database to be open as read-only while changes
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are applied to it from the primary database. This increases performance and return on investment by offloading ad-hoc
queries, Web-based access, reporting, and backups from the primary database while also providing disaster protection. 

*

 Disaster recovery (DR) procedures ensure rapid recovery or continuation of a technology infrastructure after a natural
or human-induced disaster. Oracle WebLogic Server 12c supports advanced disaster recovery and business continuity.
Organizations can store transaction logs in an Oracle database instead of a file system, providing a highly available
storage mechanism to improve the speed and reliability of disaster recovery operations. This permits them to utilize
Oracle Active Data Guard or Oracle GoldenGate replication technology to move DR state information across data
centers. Oracle\\'s enhanced DR architecture enables more effective recovery scenarios. Support for Oracle Exalogic
and Oracle Exadata engineered systems ensures tremendous scalability for IT operations of any size. 

*

 Oracle WebLogic Server 12c places transaction logs on the database tier to improve the speed, reliability and
availability of disaster recovery operations. 

 

QUESTION 11

You have a durable subscriber, and the subscriber is down or not reachable when the message is produced. Which two
options regarding the expiry of these messages are true? 

A. after the subscriber is unavailable for 10 minutes 

B. when the subscriber is available 

C. after the subscriber is unavailable for after an hour 

D. are available until the specified time elapses 

E. are expired instantly 

Correct Answer: BD 

By default, JMS messages never expire. When applications send messages to queues or topics with durable
subscribers, WebLogic must retain the message until it is consumed. This is fine in most point-topoint messaging
applications because consumers are constantly consuming messages. Any message sent to a queue will typically be
consumed in a relatively short period of time. If the consumers get disconnected, they will usually reconnect as soon as
possible and start processing any messages that might have built up in the queue. 

D: For durable subscribers to a topic, this is not necessarily true. The messaging system is forced to retain any
message that has not been consumed by a durable subscriber, regardless of whether that durable subscriber will ever
return. In this case, WebLogic is at the mercy of the durable subscriber to unsubscribe when it no longer wishes to
receive the messages. If the durable subscriber logic is flawed in such a way that the subscribers do not unsubscribe
properly, the messaging system will start to fill up with messages that may never be delivered. This calls for real caution
in using durable subscribers. Fortunately, there is another way to help deal with this problem. Message expiration can
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be set at the connection factory level. Using a connection factory\\'s default time-to-live attribute, we can specify the
number of milliseconds that WebLogic should retain an undelivered message after it is sent. 

 

QUESTION 12

Identify the two options that can be used to patch WebLogic Server without Incurring application downtime. 

A. automated process using the Admin Server 

B. automated using JDeveloper 

C. manual process with or without Smart Update 

D. scripted with WLST 

E. automated process using Enterprise Manager 12c 

Correct Answer: CD 

Note: 

* Rolling Upgrade is the process of upgrading a running WebLogic Server cluster with a patch, maintenance pack, or
minor release without shutting down the entire cluster or domain. During the rolling upgrade of a cluster, each server in
the cluster is individually upgraded and restarted while the other servers in the cluster continue to host your application. 

 

QUESTION 13

Which is the correct WebLogic Server distribution version to download if you want to install WebLogic Server 12c to run
in 64 bit mode on a 64 bit Linux X86? 

A. Linux x86 with 64 bit JVM 

B. ZIP distribution for Linux 

C. Linux x86 with 32 bit JVM 

D. Generic distribution 

E. Network installer 

Correct Answer: C 

WebLogic Server 12c (12.1.1), WebLogic Server 11g (10.3.6) 

The following provides links to WebLogic Server 12.1.1 installers with 32-bit JVMs for Windows and Linux, the generic
installer that can be used on any supported platform, and the zip distribution 

*

 Installers with Oracle WebLogic Server, Oracle Coherence and Oracle Enterprise Pack for Eclipse 

*
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 Installers with Oracle WebLogic Server and Oracle Coherence: 

*

 Zip distribution with Oracle WebLogic Server only and intended for WebLogic Server development only. 

 

QUESTION 14

What does the Fast Connection Failover feature of Active GridLink for RAC provide? 

A. instant notification of a RAC node failure so applications never have to retry a transaction that was sent to a node that
failed during the transaction 

B. near-instant notification of the failure of a RAC node failure that minimizes the possibility connection to a failed node
being provided to an application 

C. application level notification of a failed RAC node such that an application can retry a transaction if required 

D. faster failover for Multi Datasources 

E. guaranteed transaction high availability when interacting with an Oracle RAC Database 

Correct Answer: B 

*

 WebLogic Server supports Fast Connection Failover, a Oracle feature which provides an application independent
method to implement RAC event notifications, such a detection and cleanup of invalid connections, load balancing of
available connections, and work redistribution on active RAC instances. 

*

 A GridLink data source uses Fast Connection Failover and responds to Oracle RAC events using ONS. This ensures
that the connection pool in the GridLink data source contains valid connections (including reserved connections) without
the need to poll and test connections 

 

QUESTION 15

In the area of Performance Management and Diagnostics, which feature is supported in Oracle Enterprise Manager
12C? 

A. Search information in logs across multiple domains 

B. View different log information in single console location 

C. Save current performance data as baseline to be used in comparison with future data 

D. Provides single dashboard across multi-tier composite application 

Correct Answer: A  
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